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The course learning experience is derived from the curriculum map and ensures that students 
know the skills that are aligned to the course, and the authentic assessments that measure a 
skill. 
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Skills-aligned learning is managed through a web-based outcomes management tool, which 
supports creating a common language and single source of truth.
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Successful skill demonstrations from the classroom are collected digitally. The goal is to capture 
these alongside other academic achievements earned by a student, such as digital badge or 
microcredential (achievement of a cluster of digital badges), within a comprehensive learner 
record. 

The following sections describe how a skills-aligned ecosystem provides a vehicle to help students 
realize the power of their education more quickly and efficiently by validating skill acquisition throughout 
their educational journey. The foundation of this experience, the digitized skills-aligned curriculum, is 
evident throughout the career-centric design of courses, measured through authentic assessment, 
supported with technology, and the source of truth for all university innovation. 

Figure 1 – High-level depiction of an ecosystem based on the foundation of a skills-aligned curriculum map. Once 
the verified map is locked, it is uploaded into an outcome management tool and becomes the source of truth for all 
related content and strategies.

Foundation: Skills-Aligned Program Curriculum Map







While the design tactics signal to learners the relationship between skills, outcomes, and the career, our 
authentic assessment strategy ensures that learners are engaging in real-world application. For example, 
learners don’t write a paper about how they would complete a task, instead to demonstrate their mastery 
of a course outcome and the aligned skill, they create the same artifact that they would be expected to 
within the career. The skills-aligned curriculum map, specifically the Skill Descriptor, provides the 
necessary vision for the summative assessment. Learners are guided through their summative 
assessment using an analytical rubric that specifies performance criteria and level. 

Figure 4 – Summative Assessment Example. This assessment aligns to an authentic assessment strategy to ensure 
the learner is developing a real-world deliverable. Course design tactics include highlighting the deliverable in the 
assessment title, providing career context at the beginning of the assessment, including the aligned skill. 

The skills-aligned curriculum map ensures that our courses are car



their current careers. 

Powering Career-Focused Strategy with Technology

Validated skills-aligned program curriculum maps are uploaded to a web-based outcomes management 
tool. All units of learning within our skills-aligned courses and programs are organized there with 
associations to the aligned skills, external standards, and other levels of learning outcomes. Centralizing 
and digitizing these maps establishes a single source of truth for this information at the university. 
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